
COMING SOON TO WICHITA, KANSAS 
TEAM 12 - TPEG ALUMNI COMPETITION



- In 1885, in the midst of tornado season, a freak earthquake hit Corn County, 
Kansas.  

- During this earthquake, a twister formed right in the epicenter of the quake, 
creating this massive gorge of land, separating town into two.  

- Nowadays, Corn County is known as ‘Twister Cliffs,’ and visitors are able to 
visit the split in the land and encounter some amazing sights, sounds and 
friends within the cavern. 

- Corn County is still known for its crops, and has become a haven for pilots to 
train in crop dusting. 

- The land is split into two halves, with the cliffs being 30’ higher than the rest 
of the area. To assist guests with disabilities in ascending the peak, a chairlift 
was designed to shuttle guests up and down (both pathways to the peak 
consist solely of ramps that are ADA compliant as well). 

THE STORY



A T T R A C T I O N S
Twisted in the Trenches  TRACKLESS DROP TOWER DARK RIDE
Board a mine cart to explore deep below the caverns of Twister Cliffs, created 
by the miraculous earthquake of 1885. See enchanting sights, such as geysers, 
glowing embers, curious creatures, and more. But, BEWARE...elusive twisters 
taunt the caverns! Riders must be at least 40” (102 cm) to ride. 

Crop Dusters  SKYLINE SKYWARP COASTER
Join clever air crop dusters in a twisting, thrilling roller coaster adventure high 
over the farms of Twister Cliffs. Riders must be at least 48” (120 cm) to ride. 

Satellites Speed Spin  DEMOLITION DERBY
Spin round and round in a whip fl at ride to measure the intensity of a hurricane.. 
Riders must be at least 32” (81 cm) to ride. 

Twisted Cliffs Skyride  CHAIRLIFT
Board an air-conditioned gondola to the peaks of Twisted Cliffs and see the 
incredible earthquake gorge down below. 

Geyser Peak  WALKTHROUGH ATTRACTION
Track the incoming storms of Twisted Cliffs and see some incredible natural 
features, including water spouts, earthquakes and more. 

Storm Surge  NIGHTTIME SPECTACULAR
Every night, watch the Twisted Cliffs Storm Authority recreate the fantastic 
earthquake and tornado that created this gulch in a fantastic nighttime display 
featuring fi reworks, lasers, pyrotechnics, and water fountains. Nightly at 10pm. 
Show pass reservations are required, and distributed adjacent to the Twisted in 
the Trenches entrance each morning, 

D I N I N G
Cavern Tavern  TABLE SERVICE RESTAURANT
Enter the deep trenches of Twisted Cliffs for a fantastic dining experience fea-
turing American favorites, such as salmon, steak and more. Storm Surge Dining 
Packages available at dinner. Table Service. Reservations strongly suggested. 

Tornado Alley Eats  QUICK SERVICE RESTAURANT
Eat some local favorites grown right in Twisted Cliffs, but with a ‘twist.’ Entrees 
include twisted cavatappi-and-cheese, twisted churros, loaded potato twists, and 
twisted spaghetti and chili. 

Miner’s Overlook Refreshments  QUICK BITES
Try our world famous Tornado Quake; Blueberry Dole soft-serve over a freshly 
fried funnel cake served with hot chocolate sauce. Drinks, quake cake shakes, 
and twisted turkey legs also served here. 

S H O P P I N G
Twisted Cliffs Company Store
Visit the Twisted Cliffs Company Store and get your hands on a Weather Wand, a 
special device used to track storms across the land. 

Crop Dusters Confectionary
Freshly baked sweets, treats, candies, ICEE s

Overlook Outpost 
Twisted in the Trenches souvenirs, tornados in a jar, T-shirts, rock dig, and more. 
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Fresh on the � elds of Tornado Alley, a perfect storm occurred 
in 1885. A miraculous earthquake collided with a tornado and 
created this beautiful cli�  � lled with storms, creatures, caverns 
and more. 



- Deep inside Twister Cliffs, mine carts take 
guests on a colorful tour of the aftermath of the 
earthquake. 

- During the attraction, guests are carried up by a 
freak tornado, and quickly ascend and drop 60 
feet in the air.  

- Guests enter this attraction from below the 
land, and exit on top of the cliff (through the 
Overlook Outpost gift shop.  

- Scenes from the attraction can be viewed from 
the land’s table service restaurant.  

- Guests in wheelchairs can safely transfer to the 
vehicle, and all guests must be at least 40” tall 
to experience. 

TWISTED IN THE TRENCHES 
SIGNATURE ATTRACTION

RIDE VEHICLE
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.





TWISTED IN THE TRENCHES 
SIGNATURE ATTRACTION
RIDE LAYOUT  MOCK-UP

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.



- Pilots have practiced flight over the fields
of Twister Cliffs for years, and now, guests
are invited to take flight high over Twister
Cliffs

- This attraction takes guests upside down
six times, three times facing frontward and
three times facing backwards

- Guests in wheelchairs must transfer to the
vehicle. All guests must be 48” tall to
experience.

- Vest restraints were selected to be more
inclusive of different body types, and for
optimum rider comfort.

CROP DUSTERS 
CUSTOM SKYLINE  SKYWARP COASTER

ATTRACTION MOCK-UP

RIDE VEHICLE



- SATELLITES SPEED SPIN  Spin fast on a family-style attraction to experience the thrill of a 
tornado. Riders must be 31” tall. 

- TWISTED CLIFFS SKYRIDE  Take a Von Roll skyway up to Twisted Cliffs and see the sights 
of Twisted Cliffs from above. (Because the land has a 30’ incline, shift, this attraction is 
meant to assist guests in wheelchairs to ascending the cliff.) 

OTHER ATTRACTONS

SATELLITES SPEED SPIN RIDE SYSTEM SKYRIDE RIDE SYSTEM



- The caverns of Twister Cliffs have become a 
beautiful restaurant, with views of Twisted in 
the Trenches. 

- Guests can dine on American classics inside a 
dark cave. 

CAVERN TAVERN 
SIGNATURE DINING

APPETIZERS

Dinner
Menu

Small Plates
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TORNADO ALLEY EATS 
QUICK-SERVICE DINING
- Up on the peak of Twister Cliffs, guests can eat 

American fare, with a “twist.” 

- Fan favorites include twisted taters, baked 
cavatappi and cheese, twisted spaghetti and 
chili, and earthbound plant-based favorites. 



TWISTED CLIFFS COMPANY STORE 
SIGNATURE MERCHANDISE ITEM
- T-shirts, sundries, earthquake rocks, toys and 

more.  

- Home of the Weather Wand, a Twisted Cliffs 
Storm Authority-created product to allow 
guests to trigger weather related events. Most 
of these interactive elements take place along 
the cliffs on Geyser Peak. 



STORM SURGE 
NIGHTTIME SPECTACULAR
- Each night, the Twister Cliffs Storm Authority re-

creates the fantastic storm that created the cliffs. 

- This nighttime spectacular uses pyrotechnics, 
fireworks, water fountains, projections, and more. 

CLICK FOR VIDEO OF THE 
FIREWORKS SHOW

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GVOnX0owqwR0ZpVJH-zpv175mY399PsE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GVOnX0owqwR0ZpVJH-zpv175mY399PsE/view?usp=sharing


HIGH IN THE SKY FUN FOR EVERYONE!




